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 The story begins five years after the events of Devil May Cry 3. Nero (the playable character) and his Devil Breaker
blades demonstrates a newfound peace. After a series of attacks and arrests, Nero knows the one behind them is his brother.

Why does Dante (the playable character) want to find his brother? Why is V’s (the playable character) possessed soul after all
the care and love he has shown to Nero in the past? The mystery leads the two brothers on an epic journey to find a dangerous

power source to save the world. With a cast of new characters (including the return of fan favorites) and new gameplay features,
Devil May Cry 4 brings its unparalleled fighting and over-the-top action to a brand new audience. Features New Characters: The

Devil May Cry series is known for its diverse cast of characters, but Devil May Cry 4 includes new faces that will excite and
amuse. Players will meet Lucia (Nero’s love interest) and V’s daughter, Valtz. Multiplayer: Up to four players can play through

all-new single-player and online multiplayer modes in co-op mode or versus mode. The Devil May Cry Series – A Legacy: Devil
May Cry fans and newcomers alike will enjoy the expansive storyline of Devil May Cry 4, which intertwines the events of

DMC3 and DMC4. Twisted Multiplayer: The game features an innovative multiplayer system that allows players to join their
friends online in a multiplayer battle mode. New Devil Breaker Weapons: Players have access to a full complement of new
weapons, including dual-wield mode, and Devil Breaker weapons that can be used in conjunction with the weapons. Dante’s

Nightmare: This is the first Devil May Cry game to feature Dante’s most personal and tragic tale. It’s the story of a young Dante
waking up after a nightmare and being confronted by a demon from his past. Now this nightmare is going to haunt him for all

eternity! Expanded Special Attacks: Devil May Cry has become famous for its stylish special moves and unique special attacks.
Devil May Cry 4 introduces a brand-new flow of special attacks that allow players to customize their own attack patterns. A

New Hero: Players will be able to choose from three unique playable characters. A devil, a demon and a fallen angel. Each has
its own unique fighting style and arsenal, and each will 520fdb1ae7
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